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moot point Meaning in the Cambridge Learner s Dictionary Moot point definition: a question about which there is
debate or doubt Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples. moot point - Wiktionary Moot and mute aren t
usually confused, except in the phrase moot point. A moot point is a matter that lacks practical significance.
Mootness - Wikipedia Definition of moot point in the Legal Dictionary - by Free online English dictionary and
encyclopedia. What is moot point? Meaning of moot point as a legal term. Moot Point LinkedIn a moot
point/question meaning, definition, what is a moot point/question: something that has not yet been decided .: Learn
more. Chymera – Moot Point OVUM - YouTube A moot point is debatable and open for discussion but may not
come to any satisfactory conclusion or whose conclusion may be meaningless. Moot point legal definition of moot
point A moot point is a fact that doesn t matter because it s not relevant to the current situation. Spelling Trouble:
Mute point or moot point? moot point definition: a subject that people cannot agree about. Learn more. moot point Wiktionary What s the meaning and origin of the phrase Moot point ? 65 Moot point Synonyms - Other Words for
Moot point So is it a mute point or a moot point? Good question. Today I want to go over both of these words, show
you their definitions and functions within sentences. Are You Sure You Mean “Moot”? - Daily Writing Tips In law,
the terms moot and mootness have different meanings in British English and American . The phrase moot point
refers (in American English) to an issue that is irrelevant to a subject being discussed or, in British English, one that
is What is moot point? definition and meaning - BusinessDictionary.com What does the idiom Moot point mean?
Discover the definition of Moot point in our extensive dictionary of English idioms and idiomatic expressions.
Murder at Moot Point: Marlys Millhiser: 9780385504058 - Amazon.com Moot Point is the thirteenth episode of the
third season of Suits, and the 41st overall. It first aired on March 20, 2014. Harvey goes one-on-one against an old
law Moot Point - Gazetteer - AADC - Australian Antarctic Division Usage. Note that a question subject to debate or
dispute is a moot point, not a mute point. As moot is a relatively uncommon word people sometimes interpret it as
the more familiar word mute. Mute vs. Moot: What s the Difference? - Writing Explained A writing tip on the use of
the English adjective “moot” and the expression “moot point.” Moot Point vs. Mute Point What is a moot point? –
Grammarist Definition of moot point: Matter raised during a debate whose determination cannot have any effect on
the controversy being debated. Moot point Meaning - YouTube A moot point is an expression meaning that
something doesn t matter so there is no point for debate because of certain circumstances. It is either
irrelevant/not a moot point/question - Longman Dictionary I just caught myself writing the question is moot meaning
the question is irrelevant or . At this moment, the correct usage of the word moot is a moot point. The meaning of
moot is a moot point – whichever variety of English . 11 Nov 2011 . As an adjective, moot originally meant arguable
or subject to debate. With this sense of moot, a moot point was something that was open to Moot point definition
and meaning Collins English Dictionary Noun. moot point (plural moot points) An issue that is subject to, or open
for, discussion or debate, to which no satisfactory answer is found originally, one to be definitively determined by an
assembly of the people. quotations ? An issue regarded as potentially debatable, but no longer practically
applicable. Urban Dictionary: moot point Murder at Moot Point [Marlys Millhiser] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. Hollywood agent Charlie Greene gets tangled up in a world of The Meaning of the Word Moot
is Moot Mental Floss Moot point Synonyms, Moot point Antonyms Thesaurus.com Learn about working at Moot
Point. Join LinkedIn today for free. See who you know at Moot Point, leverage your professional network, and get
hired. What Is a Moot Point? Grammarly Blog 26 Aug 2014 . The phrase moot point derives from the Old English
word moot, which referred to a judicial assembly or court. In the 16 th century it applied to Moot vs. Mute Grammar.com 22 Feb 2012 . A moot point (the typical use of moot) was originally one that was up for debate. As
Michael Quinion writes in World Wide Words (emphasis Moot or Mute ? Merriam-Webster Synonyms for moot
point at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for moot
point. Moot-point Synonyms, Moot-point Antonyms Thesaurus.com MM chart 130, 1957) named Moot Point
because, from 1909, it had remained a moot point whether access to the plateau could be gained from this
landing . World Wide Words: Moot point ?22 Jul 2000 . Q From Nancy Maclaine: Did the phrase a moot point
originally mean a debatable point ? Nowadays it seems to mean an irrelevant point or meaning - The point is moot
- English Language & Usage Stack . 20 Apr 2015 - 44 sec - Uploaded by SDictionaryVideo shows what moot point
means. An issue that is subject to, or open for discussion or moot, moot point - Search for entries starting with M Writing Tips . Moot point synonyms. Top synonyms for moot point (other words for moot point) are debating point,
point at issue and topic. Moot Point Suits Wiki FANDOM powered by Wikia 16 Jan 2015 . David Marsh: Open to
debate, or unworthy of it – moot can mean either. At least that s the argument I m mooting. Moot point - the
meaning and origin of this phrase 20 Feb 2014 - 12 min - Uploaded by INSIDE TECHNODigital
http://www.beatport.com/release/tidal-moot-point/1232233 ?What does Moot point mean? - Idiom Definition UsingEnglish.com So is it a mute point or a moot point? Good question. Today I want to go over both of these
words, show you their definitions and functions within sentences, and moot Definition of moot in English by Oxford
Dictionaries Synonyms for moot-point at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find
descriptive alternatives for moot-point.

